CSPS/ACÉP SPRING BULLETIN (APRIL 2015)

Message from the President
This year marks the 40th anniversary of the founding of the Canadian Society of Patristic
Studies (CSPS/ACEP). According to fact and legend, a group of Canadian scholars gathered
together at Christ Church, Oxford, during the Seventh International Patristic Conference in
August 2015, discussed and then acted upon a regular Canadian version of this conference. A
good number of those patristic pioneers are still active in our society. (I prefer the legend that the
meeting was conducted in a proper Oxford pub, but no one remembers which one.) We continue
this legacy with our annual meeting at the University of Ottawa, May 31 – June 2, as part of
Congress 2015 of the Humanities and Social Sciences in Canada.
Our purpose is simple, yet bold. We work together to promote and encourage Patristic
studies in Canada: the exploration of the writings, lives and historical situations of the early
church fathers and mothers (ca. 100-750 C.E.). The annual meeting is our occasion and venue to
present and discuss current research in patristics across chronological, geographical, and
linguistic boundaries. There‘s always Augustine, occasionally Cappadocians, often Athanasius
and apocryphal works, and it has been known for Coptic and Syriac authors to make their
presence felt. Canadian patristic scholars are a busy lot, so there is always at least one review of
a book published by one of our members.
In the first instance, CSPS/ACEP places great importance upon the nurturing and
encouragement of graduate students and junior scholars beginning their pilgrimage in this vast
field of patristics. Each year a significant percentage of the papers are presented by graduate
students, and the purpose is not only to give them feedback, but to initiate the collegial
relationships essential for one‘s enrichment and enjoyment. No scholar is an island.
A high point of every annual meeting is our banquet, held at a nearby restaurant, at which
conversation of patristics and its modern lore is permissible as we share a meal together. The
specific details of our meeting schedule and events are listed below.
Many thanks to those who have laboured in the vineyard to make our meeting successful:
Theodore De Bruyn, our Programme Chair and local representative at the University of Ottawa;
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Mona TokarekLaFosse, Vice President; Steven Muir, Treasurer; Tim Pettipiece, Secretary; and
Paul Smith, Communications.
Finally, you don‘t have to be Canadian to attend and participate in our society, and we do
have many members from Europe, Asia, Africa, Central and South America, and the USA. We
enrich one another, so please join us in the Nation‘s Capital at the end of May as we celebrate
our ‗biblical‘ 40th anniversary. Come wander with us.

Yours,
Robert Kitchen, President
Knox-Metropolitan United Church
Regina, Saskatchewan
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CONGRESS OF THE HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 2015
CONGRÈS DES SCIENCES HUMAINES 2015
Canadian Society of Patristic Studies
Association canadienne des étudespatristiques
University of Ottawa/Université d’Ottawa
Programme
Please note that the sessions on Sunday and Monday (except session 8) will take place in
Desmarais (DMS) 4120, and that the sessions on Tuesday will take place in MacDonald (MCD)
311.
Veuilleznoterque le dimancheet le lundi les séances aura lieu enDesmarais (DMS) 4120 (sauf la
séance 8), et que le mardi les séances auront lieu en MacDonald (MCD) 311.
Sunday, May 31/dimanche 31 mai – DMS 4120
9:00-9:15Welcome/Mot de bienvenue
Robert Kitchen, President/Président
Session/Séance 1: Gender and Agency/Genre etefficacité
Chair/Président:Theodore de Bruyn (University of Ottawa/Université d‘Ottawa)
9:15-9:45

Heather Barkman (University of Ottawa): ―Constructing
Crispina: Power, Agency, and Martyrdom in Late Antiquity‖

9:45-10:15

Timothy Pettipiece (University of Ottawa): ―Virgins, Abstainers,
Widows, and Girls: Women in the Coptic Manichaean Homilies‖

10:15-10:30

Break/Pause

Session/Séance 2: Amulets/Amulettes
Chair/Président: Timothy Pettipiece (University of Ottawa/Université d‘Ottawa)
10:30-11:00

Lincoln H. Blumell (Brigham Young University): ―A New Christian Amulet in
the J. Rendel Harris Collection‖

Session/Séance 3: Book Discussion/Discussion du livre
Chair/Président: Dominique Côté (University of Ottawa/Université d‘Ottawa)
11:00-12:00

Author: Ariane Magny (Thompson Rivers University): Porphyry in
FragmentsReception of an Anti-Christian Text in Late Antiquity (Ashgate, 2014).
Respondent: Marie Pierre Bussières (Université d‘Ottawa)
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12:00-13:30

Lunch

Session/Séance 4: Augustine the Preacher/Augustin le prédicateur
Chair/Président:Robert Kennedy (Saint Francis Xavier University)
13:30-14:00

Hubertus R. Drobner (TheologischeFakultät Paderborn): ―New Identifications
of Augustinian and Pseudo-augustinian Sermons: Method and Results‖

14:00-14:30

Michael Glowasky (University of Durham): ―Narrative and Christian Identity in
Augustine‘s Sermons to the infantes‖

14:30-15:00

Wendy E. Helleman (Toronto): ―Augustine‘s Sermons: The Rejection of Hagar
as Rejection of the Jews‖

15:00-15:15

Break/Pause

Session/Séance 5: Theology and Ethics/Théologie et éthique
Chair/Président:Wendy E. Helleman (Toronto)
15:15-15:45

Dragos A. Giulea (Concordia University): ―Origen‘s Christology of the Divine
Form‖

15:45-16:15

Robert Kennedy (Saint Francis Xavier University): ―Augustine on Use and
Enjoyment: A Re-Examination‖

19:00 CSBS Craigie Lecture
Hugh Williamson (Oxford University): ―In the Shadow of S. R. Driver: A Centennial
Appreciation‖

Monday, June 1/lundi 1erjuin – DMS 4120
Session/Séance 6: Ascetic Traditions/Traditions ascétiques
Chair/Président:Steven Muir (Concordia University College of Alberta)
9:00-9:30

Robert A. Kitchen (Knox-Metropolitan United Church, Regina): ―In Search of
Lost Apophthegmata: Tales of Apatheia in John the Solitary of Apamea‖

9:30-10:00

FabrizioVecoli(Université de Montréal) : « L‘Écrituredans la doctrine ascétique
des Pères du Désert »
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10:00-10:30

Yuri Forbes-Petrovich (University of Western Ontario): ―Michel
Foucualt‘sAlethurgical Use of Church Fathers‖

10:30-11:00

Break/Pause

Session/Séance 7: CSPS is Forty!/ACÉP a quarante!
Chair/Président:Robert Kitchen, President/Président
11:00-12:00

Varia

12:00-13:30

Lunch

12:00-13:30

Executive Meeting/Réunion du bureau

Session/Séance 8: Christian Apocrypha (Joint Session with Canadian Society of Biblical
Studies)– FSS 6004
Chair/Président: Timothy Pettipiece (Carleton University)

13:30-14:00

Tony Burke and Sarah Veale (York University): ―Two Martyrdoms of John the
Baptist‖

14:00-14:30

Pietro D’Agostino (ÉcolePratique des HautesÉtudes, Paris) ―Re-write, Re-use
and Recycle: Transformations in the Writing of Christian Apocrypha‖

14:30-15:00

Pierre Cardinal (Université Laval): ―Unerelecturechrétienne des Psaumes de
Salomon dans le second discours de Pierre (Ac 3,12-26)‖

15:00-15:15

Break/Pause

15:15-15:45

Anna Cwikla (University of Toronto): ―Witnessing the True Martyr in the
Testimony of Truth‖

15:45-16:15

Emily Laflèche (University of Toronto): ―Ritual Aspects of the Eroticization of
the Divine in the Gospel of Philip‖

16:15-16:45

Calogero A. Miceli (Concordia University): ―An Ancient Chain Letter: The
Epistle of Christ from Heaven‖

19:30

Banquet – Play Food & Wine, 1 York Street (corner of Sussex Drive and
York Street, opposite the Embassy of the United States of America)
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Tuesday, June 2/mardi 2 juin – MCD 311
9:00-10:30

Annual General Meeting/Assemblée générale

10:30-11:00

Break/Pause

Session/Séance 9: Athens and Jerusalem/AthènesetJérusalem
Chair/Président:Geoffrey Dunn (Australian Catholic University)
11:00-11:30

Miriam DeCock(McMaster University): ―The Second-Century Jewish
Translators of the Septuagint in Patristic Biblical Theory‖

11:30-12:00

Daniel Maoz (Concordia University): ―Claiming Jerusalem for Christianity:
Tertullian‘s Capital Idea‖

12:00-13:30

Lunch

Session/Séance 10: Emperors and Popes/Empereursetpapes
Chair/Président:Theodore de Bruyn (University of Ottawa/Université d‘Ottawa)
13:30-14:00

JefferyAubin (Université Laval) : « Les passages dualistes et les dédicaces à
Constantin dans les Divinaeinstitutiones de Lactance »

14:00-14:30

Rajiv K. Bhola (University of Ottawa): ―What‘s in a Dream?:Scriptural Parallels
in Lactantius‘ Accounts of the Visions of Constantine and Licinius‖

14:30-15:00

Geoffrey Dunn (Australian Catholic University): ―Boniface I‘s Theology of
Papal Authority in Manetbeatum to Illyrian Bishops‖

15:00-15:15

Break/Pause

Session/Séance 11: Political Thought/Idées politiques
Chair/Président: Robert A. Kitchen (Knox-Metropolitan United Church, Regina)
15:15-15:45

Paul Saieg: ―Presbyters and Philosophical Polity in Irenaeus of Lyons‖

15:45-16:15

Shaun Retallick (McGill University):―Athanasius‘ Konzilsidee: H.J. Sieben‘s
Analysis Revisited‖
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Abstracts/Résumés

JefferyAubin, Université Laval (jeffery.aubin.1@ulaval.ca)
« Les passages dualistes et les dédicaces à Constantin dans les Divinaeinstitutiones de Lactance »
Deux datations ont été proposées pour les dédicaces à Constantin et les ajouts de passages
dualistes dans les Diuinaeinstitutionesde Lactance. Il existe toutefois deux problèmes concernant
ces ajouts : le premier est de savoir si les ajouts ont été fait au même moment et le second
concerne la datation. Le texte comporte cependant des indices qui montrent que tant les
dédicaces que les ajouts de passages dualistes ont pour destinataire Constantin. Une nouvelle
critique interne de ces passages tend à supporter une date entre 321 et 324 puisque ces passages
reprennent certains éléments de la crise arienne.
Heather Barkman, University of Ottawa (barkman.heather@gmail.com)
―Constructing Crispina: Power, Agency, and Martyrdom in Late Antiquity‖
As Eric Rebillard has recently argued in Christians and Their Many Identities in Late Antiquity,
Christians adopted different identities depending on context. This fluidity influenced Christian
women‘s access to levels of power and agency. This presentation will combine modern
sociological examinations of women‘s power and agency with the example of the fourth-century
martyr Crispina. Crispina‘s identity in the Passio Sanctae Crispinaediffers significantly from
Augustine‘s descriptions in his sermons (Serm. 286, 313G, 354; Psal. 120, 137). Reading this
discrepancy as a rhetorical strategy to re-form Crispina allows for a nuanced understanding of
female martyrdom and identity construction in late antiquity.
Rajiv K. Bhola, University of Ottawa (r_bhola@rogers.com)
―What‘s in a Dream?:Scriptural Parallels in Lactantius‘ Accounts of the Visions of Constantine
and Licinius‖
In his De mortibuspersecutorum, Lactantius ascribes similar visionary experiences to the
emperors Constantine and Licinius before the decisive battles of their respective civil wars,
which has raised questions as to the genuineness of Lactantius‘ reporting, as well as
Constantinian and Licinian motivations. Seldom considered, however, is how Lactantius
constructs these vision narratives using commonplace literary motifs. This paper examines
Lactantius‘ use of one motif in particular, scriptural parallel, by which he provides his vision
narratives with Christian significance.
Lincoln H. Blumell, Brigham Young University (lincoln_blumell@byu.edu)
―A New Christian Amulet in the J. Rendel Harris Collection‖
This paper will present on the discovery of a previously unknown New Testament papyrus in the
J. Rendel Harris Collection at Birmingham. The papyrus was discovered earlier this year by the
author while cataloging this collection. The papyrus contains a non-continuous passage from the
Book of Acts and this presentation will seek to elucidate this papyrus and its contribution to New
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Testament papyri. Specifically, this presentation will seek to elucidate how this papyrus is best
understood as an amulet and how it may have functioned to ward of persecution.
Tony Burke and Sarah Veale, York University
―Two Martyrdoms of John the Baptist‖
In 1904 Alexander Berendts (Die handschriftlicheÜberlieferung der Zacharias- und JohannesApokryphen. TU, N. F. 11/3. Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs) published a comprehensive survey of five
martyrdoms of John the Baptist extant in Greek and Slavonic. Of these, only Passion 5 (the Life
and Martyrdom of John the Baptist;CANT 181) has seen much attention—a critical edition and
French translation was published by François Nau (―Histoire de saint Jean Baptiste attribuée à
saint Marc l‘Évangéliste,‖PO [1908]: 521-41) and an English translation was prepared by
Andrew Bernhard for New Testament Apocrypha: More Noncanonical Scriptures (forthcoming).
As for the other four texts, there is much confusion in Berendts‘ and Nau‘s reports about the
contents of the unpublished manuscripts. This paper seeks to make some progress in sorting
through the various witnesses by presenting editions and English translations of two texts:
Berendts‘ Passion 2 (the Decapitation of John the Forerunner attributed to his disciple Eurippus;
CANT 180.2) and an unedited, related but lengthier text (untitled but also attributed to Eurippus;
CANT 180.4). The translations will appear along with introductions in the second volume of
New Testament Apocrypha: More Noncanonical Scriptures.
Pierre Cardinal, Université Laval
« Une relecture chrétienne des Psaumes de Salomon dans le second discours de Pierre (Ac 3,1226) »
Les Psaumes de Salomon, conservésdans la Septante, plaident pour la libérationprochaine de
l‘envahisseur, uneréférence à l‘entrée des Romains à Jérusalempeuavantnotreère. On assure à
Dieu la conversion des cœurs, enespérant la libérationetl‘envoi du Messie. La réalisationconcrète
de cetespoirestjustement le propos du second discours de Pierre (Ac 3,12-26). Il s‘agit pour
l‘auteur de démontrerque le jour de la miséricordeestvenu, celuioùDieupurifie et
bénitIsraëlparl‘envoi de son Messie (PsSal 18,5). D‘oùl‘engagement à la repentance et à la
conversion qui correspond à l‘appel de Pierre, pour qui les joursannoncés et
leursbienfaitssontarrivés
(PsSal
9,7.10;
18,6).
La
venue
du
Messies‘inscritdansl‘allianceconcluejadis avec les Pères (PsSal 9,10). Cettefaçon de s‘inspirer
d‘un texteest comparable à ceque Craig Evans avaitobservédans le 1erdiscours de Pierre (Ac 2)
(―The Prophetic Setting of the Pentecost Sermon,‖dans C.A. Evans et J.A. Sanders, Luke and
Scripture: The Function of Sacred Tradition in Luke-Acts, Minneapolis, Fortress, p. 212-224]).
Davantageque la seule citation de Joël 3,1-5 (Ac 2,17-21), c‘estl‘ensemble du 1erdiscours qui
montre un réseau de correspondances avec le Livre de Joël. Celui-ci peutêtrequalifié de subtext.
On observe le mêmephénomène de réappropriationdans le second discours de Pierre, oùcesont
les Psaumes de Salomon, enparticulier 9,7-10 et 18,3-7, qui constituent son arrière-plan
scripturaire.
Le
second
discours
de
Pierre
constitueun
bel
exempled‘uneréinterprétationchrétienne d‘un écritjuif qui n‘afinalement pas étéinclusdans la
version définitive du canon.
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Anna Cwikla, University of Toronto
―Witnessing the True Martyr in the Testimony of Truth‖
The Testimony of Truth is often used by scholars as a case in point of heresiologists‘ claims that
―Gnostics‖ rejected martyrdom in early Christianity. Recent scholarship, however, has suggested
that Test. Truth. is criticizing not martyrdom per se, but rather the act of confessing that one is a
Christian ―in only word (but) not with power‖ (Test. Truth 31:24–26). By comparing Test.
Truth‘s critique of this confession with similar views held by Clement of Alexandria, this paper
explores the possibility that some heresiologistsmisunderstood the―Gnostics‘‖ position against
this deficient confession to be a whole scale rejection of martyrdom.
Pietro D’Agostino, ÉcolePratique des HautesÉtudes (Paris)
―Re-write, Re-use and Recycle: Transformations in the Writing of Christian Apocrypha‖
In the scope of the pseudepigraphical production the place of the so-called History of the
Rechabites(also known as The Narration of Zosimos) was for long discussed for severalreasons.
First of all, the suitability of the literary category of ―pseudepigraphical‖ toclassify the work;
secondly, the possibility of tracking down the apocryphal Jewishtraditions that are gathered in it.
The biblical and extra-biblical materials (cf. Jeremiah,35) that we can find in the work are related
to the sons of Jonadab, son of Rechab, andconcern their destiny in a paradisiacal abode,
separately from the rest of the human kind.These narrative matters, collected by an anonimous
author, were included in a monasticascetic work that concerns the life and adventures of the
Christian hermit Zosimos. Is it the case of Christianization of Jewish apocryphal? It is in the
intentions of this paper toanswer to this question, showing how difficult can be to name a
definition for the literarygenre of this work (often too fastly classified as a pseudepigraphon),
and researching theancient core from which the legend of the Rechabites originated.
Miriam DeCock, McMaster University (decockmj@mcmaster.ca)
―The Second-Century Jewish Translators of the Septuagint in Patristic Biblical Theory‖
My paper explores the rhetorical role of the second-century Jewish translators of the Septuagint,
Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion within Patristic thought. Contrary to recent arguments that
the Fathers discredited these translations due to the translators‘Jewishness, careful examination
of their descriptions of these figures suggests just the opposite. It was the translators‘lack of
Jewishness that the Fathers emphasized. I will compare the statements of Justin Martyr, Irenaeus,
Eusebius of Caesarea, Epiphanius of Salamis, Augustine, and Jerome about the translators of the
Septuagint with their statements about the three suspect translators. Not only did the Fathers
esteem the Septuagint as a perfectly inspired translation, they also esteemed its Jewish
translators.
Hubertus R. Drobner, TheologischeFakultät Paderborn, Germany (dhubertus@aol.com)
―New Identifications of Augustinian and Pseudo-augustinian Sermons: Method and Results‖
In the pre-computer age the comprehensive catalogue of augustinian manuscripts in Europe,
published by the Academy in Vienna, had to leave the identifications of numerous pieces of text
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open. Computer databases open new and successful ways to supplement many new
identifications, which may eventually even be able to identify hitherto unknown sermons. The
paper intends to present both method and results of new identifications of augustinian, pseudoaugustinian and related sermons from manuscripts in various European libraries.
Geoffrey Dunn, Australian Catholic University (Geoff.Dunn@acu.edu.au)
―Boniface I‘s Theology of Papal Authority in Manetbeatum to Illyrian Bishops‖
In 422, Boniface I (418-422), bishop of Rome, wrote Manetbeatum (Ep. 15 = Coll. Thess. Ep. 8
= JK 365) to Rufus of Thessaloniki and other bishops in Illyricum Orientale over the dispute that
had arisen with the election of Perigenes as bishop of Corinth. While Boniface had supported his
appointment some local bishops had opposed it and had appealed to the bishop of Constantinople
to resolve the matter. For Boniface, the question became one about which church had
supervisory authority over the churches of Illyrium Orientale more than it was about the election
of Perigenes. In his letter he set forth a theology of apostolic primacy for the church of Rome,
which in itself is worthy of examination. Further, this paper will argue that we find a stronger
sense of Roman primacy in this letter than in letters hitherto written to Illyricum because the
threat to Rome‘s role in the region was greater than ever before, since the dispute had changed
from being one about Rome‘s role in Illyricum to one of Rome‘s relationship with
Constantinople
Yuri Forbes-Petrovich, University of Western Ontario (yforbesp@uwo.ca)
―Michel Foucualt‘sAlethurgical Use of Church Fathers‖
The philosopher and historian has a well-established connection to classical sources stemming
from the abrupt introduction of Greek and Roman material into his History of Sexuality. His
printed interest in the classical accounts regarding pleasure and sexuality are now being fully
substantiated by the ongoing publication of his lectures at the Collège de France. The lectures
from 1980 until his death in 1984 reveal an overwhelming concern with the analysis of
epimeleiaheautou (care of the self) and parrhēsia (truth-telling). While his focus is on the
Platonic, Stoic and Cynic sources he provides a substantial account of the Church Fathers
(Cassian, John Chrysostom, Jerome, Tertullian as well as Philo) and ultimately a Christian
conception of the subject to accord with his Greek and Roman counterexamples.
Dragos A. Giulea, Concordia University (dragos.giulea@concordia.ca)
―Origen‘s Christology of the Divine Form‖
This paper investigates Origen‘s Christology from a less explored perspective, namely, a
Christology gravitating around the concept of ―divine form,‖ usually expressed as morphetheou.
The inquiry unveils that this concept functions as a divine title and it is more convergent with
both its pre-Nicene use and the Christology of the first three centuries rather than with its postNicene interpretation. It is also consistent with the late antique thought that God actually
possesses a form. The article inspects the role of the form of God from a theological viewpoint
(concerning God‘s realm) as well as economical (regarding Jesus‘ earthly existence) and
eschatological. Thus the knowledge and contemplation of Christ‘s divine form turns into the goal
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of human justified existence, while the divine form is the archetype to be imitated in God‘s
kingdom when humans will become its luminous images.

Michael Glowasky, University of Durham (michaelxgx@hotmail.com)
―Narrative and Christian Identity in Augustine‘s Sermons to the infantes‖
Augustine‘s sermons to newly baptized members of his congregation address the question of
how new believers ought to self-identify as Christians. These sermons are unique in that they
provide concrete examples of Augustine‘s teaching on Christian identity in positive terms,
instead of his far more common method of contrasting Christian belief and practice with other
religious groups, such as the Donatists. Still, these sermons remain relatively unstudied in this
regard. This paper seeks to show how Augustine teaches the newly baptized members of his
congregation to understand their new identity by including them within the scriptural narrative,
revealing his particular notion of narration as the fundamental hermeneutical principle in his
teaching on Christian identity.
Wendy E. Helleman, Toronto (hellemanw@gmail.com)
―Augustine‘s Sermons: The Rejection of Hagar as Rejection of the Jews‖
The pastoral intent of Augustine‘s preaching did not exclude a lively polemical element. His
sermons provide eloquent testimony to his combative spirit, challenging any opponent of the
Catholic Christian faith. A study of Augustine‘s use of the Pauline allegory of Sarah and Hagar
(Galatians 4.21-31) reveals his application of the passage in debate with Manichees, Donatists
and Jews, whether in literary published work (De Civitate Dei, De Trinitate, Contra Faustum,
etc.) or in sermons, especially In Iohannis euangeliumtractatus XI, AdversusIudaeos, and
Enarratio in Psalmum CXIX .
While Augustine‘s response to Manichees and Donatists has mainly a historical
significance, his treatment of Jews and Judaism remains a live issue. Difficulties in Augustine‘s
approach have been noted recently by Joh. Van Oort (―Jews and Judaism in Augustine‘s
Sermones‖ in G. Partoens et al. eds., MinisteriumSermonis,Turnhout: Brepols, 2009: 243-265),
though Van Oort does note the complexity of the charge of anti-Semitism. To address the
question more adequately, this paper looks at the sermons devoting significant attention to the
Sarah/Hagar allegory, and examines what direct application to Manichees and Donatists means
for Augustine‘s concerns about the Jews. Supporting the approach of Paul Kolbet (Augustine and
the Cure of Souls, Indiana: University of Notre Dame, 2010), the paper briefly reviews stylistic
and exegetical factors significant for understanding Augustine‘s rhetorical strategy in the
sermons.
Robert Kennedy, Saint Francis Xavier University (rkennedy@stfx.ca)
―Augustine on Use and Enjoyment: A Re-Examination‖
Augustine‘s argument that God alone ought to be enjoyed for his own sake and that all other
things, including our neighbours and ourselves, ought to be used in order to enjoy God, is
fundamental to his ethics from his first formulation of the distinction in On True Religion until
his final works. This paper will begin with his elucidation of use and enjoyment in On Christian
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Doctrine and, drawing on the refinements of it in Augustine‘s later works, illustrate the
connection between this distinction and other key ideas in his theory of will.

Robert A. Kitchen, Knox-Metropolitan United Church, Regina, Saskatchewan
(robertardellekitchen@gmail.com)
―In Search of Lost Apophthegmata: Tales of Apatheia in John the Solitary of Apamea‖
A relatively unknown fifth-century Syriac author on asceticism and the prayer life, John the
Solitary of Apamea, has been gaining more attention as a foundational theologian of the spiritual
life. His essays and dialogues are dense and not easy to follow, which John recognizes and
admits, so at the end of one long essay he offers fourteen pithy anonymous apophthegmata to
illustrate the goal of the life of prayer. None have been identified belonging to one of the
traditional collections. Each depicts an individual living in the state of passionlessness or
apatheia, although John never uses the specific Syriac term.
These stories will be examined and compared to similar tales in the traditional collections
in order to understand how these apopthegmata depict the unexplainable which John has been
struggling to explain.
Emily Laflèche, University of Toronto
―Ritual Aspects of the Eroticization of the Divine in the Gospel of Philip‖
The eroticization of the divine is a trope that has occurred in different forms of literature
throughout the second Temple and early Christian period. The aim of this paper is to show there
are many moments in the Gospel of Philip that point to the ritual aspects of the eroticization of
the divine, such as the ritual of the bridal chamber. This paper will address the ritual aspects of
this eroticization in the bridal chamber and attempt to allow for further clarity to the purpose of
the bridal chamber within this text.
Daniel Maoz, Concordia University (maoz@primus.ca)
―Claiming Jerusalem for Christianity: Tertullian‘s Capital Idea‖
One might expect the city of Jerusalem to play a central role in early Rabbinic Literature since
the history of the Hebrew people prior to the period known today as Early Judaism ‗housed‘
volumes of written and oral testimonies of Israelite claim to both land and city from as early as
post-Exodus times nearly a millennium and a half earlier. The First and Second Jewish Revolts
created a nearly two millennia hiatus in which history and residency radically changed for most
Jews thereafter. During that time, the Early Church in general and Tertullian in particular
considered Jerusalem to be Christian land and city, as we see in the famous epigram, Quid ergo
AthenisetHierosolymis? (―What does Athens have to do with Jerusalem?‖). In this study I
consider the matter of claim to Jerusalem from these two vantage points. In particular, I am
interested to learn what if any pre-Tertullian claim to Jerusalem exists in extant Patristic
Literature that may have laid a foundation for Tertullian‘s bold claim of appropriation. As well, I
seek in the early Rabbinic corpus any indicators that may shed light on to what degree early postTemple Jewish claims remained on Jerusalem, a city now lost in battle from which its inhabitants
had been expunged. It is a working thesis that both Early Christianity and Early Judaism could
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ask the same question, What does Hellenism (represented by the metaphor, Athens) have to do
with our faith (represented by the metaphor, Jerusalem), wherein Jerusalem was for Christianity
a former Jewish land while for Judaism Jerusalem was under occupation. My investigation draws
from the basic corpora of Judaica and Patristic literatures including Tertullian‘s De
praescriptionehaereticorum, earlier Patristic sources, the two talmuds, and the earliest
collections of aggadic and halakhic midrash.
Calogero A. Miceli, Concordia University
―An Ancient Chain Letter: The Epistle of Christ from Heaven‖
The Epistle of Christ from Heaven (Ep. Chr. Heav.) is an ancient letter purported to have been
written by Jesus Christ and have come down to Earth from Heaven. The work is comparable to a
chain letter in that it exhorts its readers to observe the Sabbath and warns that those who fail to
observe or who do not own a copy of the letter will face terrible punishments as consequence.
The following paper presents a modern introduction and interpretation of the Ep. Chr. Heav.
which will be published in the forthcoming More Christian Apocrypha volume (eds. Tony Burke
and Brent Landau).
Timothy Pettipiece, University of Ottawa (tpettipi@gmail.com)
―Virgins, Abstainers, Widows, and Girls: Women in the Coptic Manichaean Homilies‖
Contained within the collection of Coptic Manichaean manuscripts discovered near
MedinetMadi in 1929, the Manichaean Homilies codex contains a number of texts on various
apocalyptic themes, including the Sermon on the Great War. This text, which depicts the ongoing persecution and adversity experienced by the Manichaean community, places a remarkable
emphasis on women as key players in Manichaean salvation history. This paper examines how
various types of Manichaean women are portrayed within the treatise.
Shaun Retallick, McGill University (shaun.retallick@mail.mcgill.ca)
―Athanasius‘Konzilsidee: H.J. Sieben‘s Analysis Revisited‖
In 2008, Everett Ferguson described H.J. Sieben‘s intensive volume Die Konzilsidee der
AltenKirche(1979) as the ―benchmark for late twentieth-century studies‖ on the subject (The
Oxford Handbook of Early Christian Studies). Considering how often scholars have and continue
to cite this work on the idea of the council (Konzilsidee), Ferguson is surely correct. This paper
will revisit some of Sieben‘s conclusions on Athanasius of Alexandria‘s Konzilsidee, focusing on
issues of authority, universality, and the role of divine presence/inspiration. Elements of
Athanasius‘ ecclesiology, Christology, and pneumatology will be utilized to help interpret his
more explicit conciliar ideas.
Paul Saieg, Denver (psaieg@gmail.com)
―Presbyters and Philosophical Polity in Irenaeus of Lyons‖
Irenaeus‘ polity leaves us with rather a strange case in the history of Christianity. It is so unusual
because it does not rely on the platonic conception of institutions and leadership that
dominatedthe late-antique world. The conspicuous deviance from platonic themes points to the
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uniqueness of Irenaeus‘ concepts of polity. As a counter-point to the pioneering work of
Dominic O‘Meara, I will examine the dimensions of Irenaeus‘ polity that specificallydo not
engage these platonic notions and argue that the ‗fractionated‘ nature and fluid social
background of the second-century Church can helpexplain why Irenaeus sought an alternative to
the dominant platonic polity of his day.
FabrizioVecoli, Université de Montréal (fabrizio.vecoli@umontreal.ca)
« L‘Écrituredans la doctrine ascétique des Pères du Désert»
Danscet exposé, j‘entendsprésenteruneétudeconcernant le rôle de l‘écrituredans la doctrine
ascétique des Pères du Désert. En me basantsur les sources littéraires du monachismeprimitif
(IV-V siècles), je me propose de mieuxcomprendrela placeattribuée à la transmission indirecte
(soit par la communication écrite) de la sagessespirituelle. Les premiers moines font montre, à
cesujet, d‘une tension particulière, qui paraîtparadoxale. D‘une part, ilsopposent un refus net à
l‘écriturecommemoyen (rigide et inerte) de conservation de la tradition ascétique. D‘un
autrecôté, ils font face à l‘incontournableréférence aux textessacrés : la révélationchrétienne a
étémise par écrit, elle a ététraduite et transmisse au moyen de livres qui se trouvent à êtremédités
par les moinestous les jours. Par conséquent, le monachisme se situe au croisement entre la
dimension spirituelle, charismatique de la vie religieuseet – de l‘autrecôté – sa dimension
scripturaire. Le processuscontroversémaisnéanmoinsinévitable de la mise par écrit de la tradition
des apophtegmes (à l‘origineorale, semble-t-il) est un exemplesignificatif de cette tension.
In my presentation I will examine the role of writing in the ascetical doctrine of the Desert
Fathers. Utilizing the literary sources of early monasticism (IV-V centuries) – starting with
Egypt – I intend to come to a better understanding of the place which is attributed to spiritual
wisdom‘s indirect transmission (written communication). The early monks reveal a particular
tension in this matter, which appears to be paradoxical. On one hand, they exhibit a strong
refusal – sometimes even disdainful – of writing as a conservation means (inflexible and lifeless)
of the ascetical tradition: the latter, in fact, is associated with the practice of spiritual direction
and, consequently, can only be oral and direct. On the other hand, there is the inescapable
reference to the sacred texts: the Christian revelation has been put into writing, translated and
passed on by the means of books, which are ruminated by monks every day. Therefore,
monasticism lies at the intersection between the spiritual, charismatic dimension of religious life
and – on the other side – the scriptural dimension of Christianity, where the freedom of the spirit
is bounded by the objective element – still interpretable, to be sure – of the Book. The
controversial but unavoidable writing process of the apophthegmatic tradition (originally passed
on orally) is a meaningful example of this tension.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2014 MINUTES
Canadian Society of Patristic Studies/
Association Canadiénne des Études Patristiques
Brock University, St. Catharines, Ontario
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Monday May 26, 2014 9:00-10:15am (Cairns 207)
Present:
Wendy E. Helleman, Naoki Kamimura, Andrius Valevicius, Robert Kitchen, Patrick Grey, PaulHubert Poirer, Shawn Retallick, Maria Dasios, Paul Smith, Martin Bellerose, Daniel Maoz,
Steven Muir, Geoffrey D. Dunn, Robert Kennedy (President), Mona Tokarek LaFosse (Acting
Secretary)
Minutes:
Agenda to follow last year‘s format
Minutes from 2013 – approved with one small revision (Travis Kroecker should be Travis Kroeker)
Business arising:
 NAPS meeting in 2014; Oxford meeting in 2015 (NAPS will join Oxford conference and will
not meet in Chicago; CSPS will meet in Ottawa)
 Proposed dates for next year‘s meeting: Sun May 31 to Tues Jun 2
President’s report (Robert Kennedy):
 Did contact NAPS, but nothing to report
o discussion about members who attend both NAPS and CSPS
 this year the two overlapped on Saturday, but this is unusual since the CSPS
dates were changed to accommodate the needs of Congress organizers
 NAPS meets in Chicago, which usually makes travel to CSPS workable
 the next year this will be an issue will be 2016 when Congress is in Calgary
 Please be aware of the CCSR doctoral student travel grant that is available to doctoral
students who have passed their comprehensive exams and have their dissertation proposal
approved. The funds ($7,500 total) are available for travel to do research, split and awarded
to several students with successful applications.
Treasurer’s report (Steven Muir):
 We remain a small, stable society; revenues match expenses, more or less.
 Year-end cash system used, so a few items appear to be outstanding (e.g., CCSR luncheon
reimbursement), but are worked out in the next fiscal year
 Year end: surplus of $856; cash balance of $4,000 is stable from year to year
 Encouragement to members to please donate to the society; income tax receipts are available
o Steven will add a line to membership renewal email that requests donations; this
donation can be added to the membership dues
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Method of payment remains mailing cheques to the treasurer; PayPal charges a small fee
which is better used within our society
SSHRC travel funds available in 2012 were no longer available in 2013 or 2014; no societies
get this any longer
Rate of renewal is about 80%; most significant non-renewal numbers for students, but with
new members the society is stable at about 70 members (this is the case since the beginning
of the Society)
Student essay prizes
o not awarded in 2012 or 2013; this year, there were two prizes awarded
o discussion on encouraging participation in student essay competition:
 the President could write a letter in September reminding students and faculty
about the prize
 website could be clearer about the prize
 current parameters could be changed re. professor‘s approval and requirement
for the paper to be written for a course in the current academic year
o motion to have the executive take these ideas for revising the parameters of the
student essay prize competition under advisement (Steven, seconded by Patrick) –
approved
Motion to accept financial statements (Steven) – approved

Point of discussion: travel funds
 Donations can be designated for a travel fund (all or some)
o if this occurs, it will constitute a new line on the budget
 Other ideas
o Sponsorship/patronage
 Approach Greek Orthodox community (Patrick), or failing that, the
Macedonians 
o Endowment fund from members‘ contributions
 active fund raising suggested by Andrius; for example, ask for one time gift
of $100 from each member to a specific goal (e.g., $5,000); keep members up
to date on the progress of the fundraising campaign to encourage their
participation during the campaign
 students who gave could have someone else match their donation (Wendy)
 designate specific amounts for travel or student essay prizes (Steven)
Nominating committee (Bob Kitchen, Robert Kennedy, Paul Smith):
 Nominations and motion (as below) for 2014 – approved
o President: Bob Kitchen (2014-2016)
o Vice-President: Mona Tokarek LaFosse (2014-2016)
o Treasurer: Steven Muir (2014-2016)
o Secretary: Tim Pettipiece (2014-2016)
o Nominations committee: Andrius Valevicius (2014-2017), Robert Kennedy (20142016)
o Programme committee Anne Moore (2015-2016) = Programme Coordinator and
Local Area Coordinator for 2016 in Calgary
o Programme committee Maria Dasios (2015-2017)
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o
o
o
o

o nominated from the floor by Mona, seconded by Steven = Programme
Coordinator at Ryerson (Toronto); Wendy Helleman willing to be Local Area
Coordinator
Communications Officer/Bulletin Editor is still open*
Webmaster: Kevin Hill
CCSR representative: Paul-Hubert Poirier
Motion that Communications Officer/Bulletin Editor and Webmaster be altered to
two year terms rather than open terms

Planning for 2015 meeting at University of Ottawa
o proposed dates: Sun May 31 to Tues Jun 2
o Programme Coordinator 2015: Theo de Bruyn
 important to have English and French papers mixed throughout the
programme
o Book discussion and reviewer(s) TBA
Meeting adjourned at 10:15am

* Addendum: Paul Smith has graciously agreed to be Communications Officer starting June
2014.
Minutes submitted by Mona Tokarek LaFosse, Acting Secretary
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NOUVELLES/NEWS

PUBLICATIONS:
Vlad Niculescu
“Origen Otherwise than Origen. Toward an Alternative Approach to Origen‘s Incarnational View
of the Bible and of Biblical Exegesis," Phronema 30:2 (2015).
Theodore Sabo
"The Phaedrus and the Life of Plotinus" Journal for Late Antique Religion and Culture 8 (2014):
1-13.
Robert Kitchen

The Antioch Bible. The Syriac Peshitta Bible with English Translation: Acts, translation by
Robert Kitchen, text prepared by George A. Kiraz (Piscataway, New Jersey: Gorgias Press,
2014).
"The Book of Monks: Ethiopian Monasticism via Beth Qatraye," by Robert A. Kitchen in The
Syriac Writers of Qatar in the Seventh Century, edited by Mario Kozah, Abdulrahim AbuHusayn, Saif Shaheen Al-Murikhi, Haya Al Thani (Piscataway, New Jersey; Gorgias Press,
2014) 231-248.

OTHER NEWS:

The Japanese Society for Patristic Studies has just published Patristica, supplementary vol. 4, ed.
N. Kamimura (Tokyo: Japanese Society for Patristic Studies, 2014). The table of contents is as
follows:
-Satoshi TODA, "Some Observations on Bohairic Literature: The Case of Vat. Copt. 57, No. 2",
pp. 1-26.
-Satoshi OHTANI, "An Interpretation of Canons pertaining to Epistles from Confessors:
Relationship between Confessors and Bishops", pp. 27-41.
-Naoki KAMIMURA, "Scriptural Narratives and Divine Providence: The Spiritual Training in
Augustine's City of God", pp. 43-58.
-Naoki KAMIMURA, "On the Japanese Society for Patristic Studies and the Patristica", pp. 5962.
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